POMPEII (Glee Cast Version)

Artist: Glee Cast  
CD: Glee: The Music – The Untitled Rachel Barry Project  
Choreo: Darolyn Pchajek, Darolyn@daretoclog.com  
Wait 16 beats  

**INTRO**
4 Eh Oh’s

**PART A**
Slur Forward Combo (turn ½ right)  
4 Unclogs  
Repeat both steps to front

**PART B**
Triple Loop Vine  
Chain Right (turn ½ right)  
Heel Walk  
Repeat all steps to front  
4 Steps

**CHORUS**
Double Whiplash (face left corner)  
Hard Step (aka Flatlander)  
2 Basics (turn back to front)  
Repeat all steps turning to right corner, but using same footwork.

**PART C**
Mountain Goat  
Rocking Chair (turn ½ left)  
Repeat both steps to front

**BREAK (same as Intro)**
4 Eh Oh’s

**PART A**
Slur Forward Combo (turn ½ right)  
4 Unclogs  
Repeat both steps to front

**PART B**
Triple Loop Vine  
Chain Right (turn ½ right)  
Heel Walk  
Repeat all steps to front  
4 Steps

**CHORUS**
Double Whiplash (face left corner)  
Hard Step (aka Flatlander)  
2 Basics (turn back to front)  
Repeat all steps turning to right corner, but using same footwork.

**PART C**
Mountain Goat  
Rocking Chair (turn ½ left)  
Repeat both steps to front

**PART A**
Slur Forward Combo (turn ½ right)  
4 Unclogs  
Repeat both steps to front

**PART B**
Triple Loop Vine  
Chain Right (turn ½ right)  
Heel Walk  
Repeat all steps to front  
4 Steps

**CHORUS**
Double Whiplash (face left corner)  
Hard Step (aka Flatlander)  
2 Basics (turn back to front)  
Repeat all steps turning to right corner, but using same footwork.

**PART C**
Mountain Goat  
Rocking Chair (turn ½ left)  
Repeat both steps to front

**PART A**
Slur Forward Combo (turn ½ right)  
4 Unclogs  
Repeat both steps to front

**PART B**
Triple Loop Vine  
Chain Right (turn ½ right)  
Heel Walk  
Repeat all steps to front  
4 Steps

**CHORUS**
Double Whiplash (face left corner)  
Hard Step (aka Flatlander)  
2 Basics (turn back to front)

**ENDING**
8 Eh Oh’s (turn ½ left on 1st, 3rd, 5th & 7th)
## STEPS TO “POMPEII”

**Eh Oh**

- DS Chug Pause Heel Touch Up (option to “Clap” on the “&” before 3)
- L R R R R
- &1 &2 &3 & & 4

**Slur Forward Combo**

- (turn 1/2 right)
- DS Slur(f) Step DS DS Slur(f) Step DS Toe Pivot (turn 1/2 right) Step
- L R R L R L R L R

**4 Unclogs**

- Stamp Stomp Skuff Up Stamp Stomp Skuff Up Stamp Stomp Skuff Up Stamp Stomp Skuff Up
- L L R R L L R R L L R R L L R R L
- & 1 &2 & 3 &4 & 5 &6 & 7 &8

**Triple Loop Vine**

- DS DS(xf) DS Loop Step(xb) DS DS(xf) DS RS
- L R L R L R L RL

**Chain Right**

- (turn 1/2 right)
- DS RS RS RS
- R LR LR LR

**Heel Walk**

- Rock Heel Snap Heel Snap Step RS
- L R R L L R LR
- & 1 & 2 & 3 &4

**4 Steps**

- Step Step Step Step
- L R L R 1 2 3 4

**Double Whiplash**

- DS DS Slide Step Drag Step Slide Step Drag Step DS RS
- L R R L L R R L L R R L RL

**Hard Step**

- DT(b) Brush Up DS RS
- R R R LR

**2 Basics**

- DS RS DS RS
- L RL R LR

**Mountain Goat**

- DT Ball Ball(xf) Ball Ball(os) Ball(xf) Ball Slide
- L L R L R L R R R
- & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4

**Rocking Chair**

- (turn 1/2 left on Brush Up)
- (turn 1/2 left)
- DS Brush Up DS RS
- L R R LR